Measuring for your sliding wardrobes

Step 1: Level up - floor and ceiling
Use a spirit level to work out how level both the ceiling and floor are, as
you’ll need to install your sliding doors on a flat, level surface so they
don’t roll open!
Check the ceiling and floor, roughly in the centre of where the wardrobe
will be and roughly at the depth you’d like the doors to be at.
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If you have carpet and haven’t pulled it up yet,
push the spirit level as flat as you can.

Step 2: Measuring up - floor to ceiling
The top track system allows for up to 15mm variance in height. Measure
in at least three places (centre and both sides) and always give us the
smallest dimension.
If the difference between the largest and smallest dimension is greater
than 15mm, you’ll need to create a top frame for your ceiling to level it out.
We recommend that your sliding door tracks are installed on a hard floor.
You’ll need to pull back your carpet to measure accurately, or compress
as much as possible for accurate measurements.

The maximum opening height for our sliding door systems is 2480mm. If
your space is taller than this, you may need to build a bulkhead frame for
the top to fill the gap. Don’t worry, the top tracks of our sliding doors are
not load bearing – they are there for guidance.

Step 3: Level up - walls
Check the walls with a spirit level.
If they curve or are significantly not level, please let us know as we can
provide side liners for you to attach to the wall, but note that these may
need to be trimmed for a perfect fit.

Step 4: Measuring up - Wall to Wall
Measure the width of your space in two places (top and bottom) making
sure to measure above any skirting board and below any coving.
Both top and bottom track may be supplied slightly over-length to allow
you to trim them to exact requirements.
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Please note that if you have a skirting board, you may need to remove
a 90mm section to fit the tracks in, otherwise the doors will only roll up
to the skirting board and will have a gap around them. As above, please
measure wall to wall above the skirting board so we have the full width
of the gap. Please provide the smaller of the two measurements as your
width for your quote.

Step 5 – Measuring the depth of your space
Measure the depth of your space, up to the front of where the sliding
doors will be. Note that the doors will take up 100mm of your depth, with
the cabinets sitting behind them. For wardrobes that will include hanging
rails, we recommend a minimum depth of 720mm in total.
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IMPORTANT

Your designer will automatically calculate the ideal door sizes for you
based on the measurements and internal options you request in your
quote. All doors will overlap each other slightly. We will ensure that the
doors are the same size as the cabinets behind them, so you can easily
access all of your storage.

You’re ready!
Now it’s time to request a quote

GET A QUOTE
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